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Address FPE Fischer 
Brandenburger Straße 10  
88299 Leutkirch im Allgäu

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Hot – Hotter – Hot Spot? Here is the solution:  
The new Aluminium Junction Box from FPE will greatly improve the safety, performance and service life of your photovoltaic system.  

Heat removed. Insulation ensured.  
With the development of this revolutionary Aluminium Junction Box, FPE managed to integrate two normally opposite processes: Optimal heat
dissipation and electrical insulation.  

With Aluminium, Silicone…  
The diodes are placed right onto the Aluminium Junction Box: This way, the heat can dissipate into the aluminium, from where the heat is released into
the ambient via cooling fins. Electrical insulation is provided by heat dissipating silicone rubber hoses around the diodes
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